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That question was evaluated in the E2906 study, where intensive induction therapy was 
evaluated in older fit adults aged 60 years and older. The median survival was nearly 14 
months, although the high risk of relapse remained a significant barrier to curative therapy.1 
Allogeneic transplant was found to be feasible in this population following intensive therapy, 
with results revealing a 48% survival rate and 42% disease-free survival rate at 2 years with low 
incidence of acute graft-versus-host disease.2 In short, transplantation toxicity, relapse, and 
survival for older adults are not significantly different than those for younger adults undergoing 
similar intensive therapy and allogeneic transplant. This has also been shown to be true in older 
adults after reduced-intensity conditioning.3,4  
 
Knowing this, it is critical that therapeutic decision-making be centered on the individual patient. 
Although older patients are not necessarily as fit as younger patients, they have as much to lose 
from the disease and as much to gain from transplant, including significant reduction in risk of 
relapse. Patients over age 60 should be referred for consultation with a transplant center so they 
can be fully evaluated for candidacy and all treatment options can be considered. 
 
For more information on high-intensity therapy and stem cell transplant in older adults, 
please view the CE Activity by clicking here.  
(https://managingaml.com/ce-education/48-bridging-to-transplant-in-older-aml-patients-old-
notions-and-new-evidence) 
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